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Research problems
The purpose of the research problems section is the presentation of unsolved prob-
lems in discrete mathematics. Older problems are acceptable if they are not as widely
known as they deserve. Problems should be submitted using the format as the appear




1409 West Green St.
Urbana, IL 61801-2975
USA
Readers wishing to make comments dealing with technical matters about a prob-
lem that has appeared should write to the correspondent for that particular problem.
Comments of a general nature about previous problems should be sent to Professor
Alspach.
Problems from the minisemester ‘Selected Topic in Discrete Mathematics’, Warsaw,
Poland, 26 August { 28 September 1996
Problem 339. Posed by G.O.H. Katona, Budapest
Correspondent: G.O.H. Katona
Let P be a graded poset of rank R in which Pi is the set of elements with rank
i and Ni = jPij. Given an antichain A in P, let fi = jA \ Pij. The poset P has the
LYM property if
∑
i fi=Ni61 for every antichain A. The poset P has the normalized
matching property if, for all i, every t elements in Pi together cover at least (Ni−1=Ni)t
elements in Pi−1.
Kleitman [1] proved that the LYM property and normalized matching property are
equivalent.
The prole of an antichain A is the vector (f0; : : : ; fR). For a graded poset P, an
extreme antichain prole (EAP) is an extreme point of the convex hull of the set of
proles of antichains in P.
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It is easy to show that the extreme points of the convex hull of proles of antichains
contained in two consecutive ranks have at most one nonzero component if and only
if the normalized matching property holds. Thus, the theorem of Kleitman can be
reformulated as follows: P has the LYM property if and only if every EAP of P has at
most one nonzero coordinate. This behavior does not extend for analogous restrictions
on larger sets of coordinates.
Problem. Suppose that P has no EAP that is nonzero in exactly three co-
ordinates. What is the maximum possible number of nonzero coordinates in an EAP
of P?
Sali gave an example showing that the answer exceeds 2.
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Problem 340. Posed by U. Leck, Rostock
Correspondent: U. Leck
The Kruskal{Katona Theorem [1,2] gives the minimum size of the shadow of a
family of m sets of size k, where the shadow @F of a family F of sets is the family
of sets obtainable by deleting one element from a member of F . Here we seek a lower
bound for the size of the shadow of families of a special type. Let A = A1; : : : ; Aa+b
be a family of 3-sets, and let B = fB1; : : : ; Ba+bg be a family consisting of a singleton
sets and b doubleton sets such that BiAi for 16i6a+ b (the sets are distinct).
Problem. Does there exist a real number  such that, for every a; b; A; B as described
above,
j@Aj>(1 + )a+ (1− )b?
The example a = 1 and b = 0 shows that  must be at most 2.
An armative answer would possibly be a rst step towards proving the
following.
Conjecture (Leck [3]). If A = fA1; : : : ; Amg is a family of k-sets and B = fB1; : : : ; Bmg
is a family of doubleton sets such that BiAi for all i, then j@Aj>km=3.
So far this is known only for k = 3 and k = 4 only. When B consisting of singleton
sets, it is known that j@Aj>km=2 [3].
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Problem 341. Posed by S. Jendrol’, Kosice and Z. Skupien, Krakow
Correspondent: Z. Skupien
Let W be the family of 3-regular 3-connected planar graphs G having a cycle C
such that G − E(C) produces two disjoint trees each having at least three edges.
Conjecture. All graphs in W are Hamiltonian.
It also remains open whether are bipartite graph in W are Hamiltonian (see [1]). This
would be a special case of the famous conjecture of Barnette that 3-regular 3-connected
bipartite planar graphs are Hamiltonian.
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Problem 342. Posed by the late Paul Erd}os, Budapest (as edited by Roger Eggleton
and Charles Vanden Eynden)
Correspondent: none
Gabor Sark}ozy and I investigated the following problem [1], related to an earlier
problem studied by Sark}ozy, Szemeredi, and myself [2].
Let A be a subset of the positive integers not exceeding n, and let G(A) be the graph
on vertex set A with u; v adjacent when gcd(u; v) = 1.
Suppose that jAj = b2n=3c+ 1, and consider the structure of G(A).
We proved that there is an absolute constant c such that every such G(A) contains
cycles of each odd order less than or equal to cn.
Problem 342A. Determine an explicit value for c. Is it true with c = 13?
If the statement is true with c = 13 , then this is best possible, as is easily veried.
(Erd}os’s manuscript has c = 16 , but we were only able to verify an upper bound of
c = 13 . (Eds.))
Let K(1; m; m) be the complete tripartite graph with a single vertex in one class and
m vertices in each of the other two classes.
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Problem 342B. Is it true for every xed m that there is an integer n0(m) such that
whenever n > n0(m) and jAj = b2n=3c + 1, every such graph G(A) contains the
complete tripartite graph K(1; m; m)?
If so, it would be of interest to determine (or estimate), for each n > n0(m), the
largest m = f(n) for which this structural property holds.
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